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Therefore, an additional freight cost surcharge of 11.50 Euros per delivery will be invoiced from May
1st, 2020 temporally. Find further information here. If you wish to receive our response,please use
the inquiry form. Required Draw Bar Fixed Indexed Position Note Weight For exact details, refer to.
We request you to kindly bear with us. We apologize for the inconvenience and appreciate your kind
patience and understanding. Your feedback is essential for our continuous improvement Privacy
Policy Your feedback is essential for our continuous improvement Please use the inquiry form. For
exact details, refer to. Mounts on 3R237.2, 3R294, 3R 292.66HP or a ruler in the 3Ruler system If
you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok. Hay un error, intentalo
de nuevo Aceptar Idioma actual LANG Espanol English Vender Lista de articulos que sigues
Expandir Lista de favoritos Cargando. Inicia sesion para ver tu informacion de usuario. Algo salio
mal. Revisa el carro de compras para mas detalles. Este monto esta sujeto a cambios hasta que
efectues el pago. Para obtener informacion adicional, consulta los terminos y condiciones del
Programa de envios globales se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Este monto esta sujeto a
cambios hasta que efectues el pago. Si resides en un pais miembro de la Union Europea aparte del
Reino Unido, los impuestos de importacion de esta compra no se pueden recuperar. Para obtener
informacion adicional, consulta los terminos y condiciones del Programa de envios globales se abre
en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas
informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una nueva ventana
o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una
nueva ventana o pestana No se garantizan la accesibilidad ni la precision de la traduccion
proporcionada.http://1carl.com/userfiles/comdial-dx-80-manual-pdf.xml

3r manual macro chuck, 3r manual macro chuck, 3r manual macro chuck roast, 3r
manual macro chuck e, 3r manual macro chuck berry, 3r manual macro chuck b.

The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or store
return that has been used. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any
imperfections. Contacta al vendedor se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana para solicitarle el envio
a tu ubicacion. Ingresa un codigo postal valido. Mas informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o
pestana Ingresa un numero menor o igual que 1. Mas informacion Please See Payment Policy in Item
Description.Todos los derechos reservados. Condiciones de uso, Aviso de privacidad, cookies y
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Something went wrong. View cart for details. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Used GoodPlease try again.Aug 13 17Register a free business account Exclusive access to
cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to purchase Please try your
search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.Buy as many as you need. The
following four photographs are actual photos of the unit. As you see, it is mounted on the Erowa
ITS036751 Centering plate, this can easily be changed over to the System 3R Pallet system Please
email if you have any questions or would like to speak with someone in person. Call us at Bullseye
Calibration in Bloomfield, CT to discuss the machine or payment options. We do accept Personal,
Company and Bank Checks, as well as Bank Wire Transfers, and Money Orders. SHIPPING POLICY
We sell sensitive test and measurement equipment here on Ebay. We strive for 5star service, so we
invest a great deal of time and care to package all of our items safely for shipment. This attention to
detail means it may take up to 10 days for us to prepare and ship your units out of our
facility.http://astro2sphere.com/admin/images/comdial-dx-120-voicemail-manual.xml
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We want to support you throughout the transaction and want you to be satisfied, so please to contact
us at Bullseye Calibration in Bloomfield, CT with any questions or concerns. We do out best to ship
quickly, but never at the expense of quality delivery. RETURN POLICY All units are being sold WITH
A 30 DAY RIGHT OF RETURN. The auction description is written as a guide, we strongly
recommend that you come view and test the units at our facility. Feel free to give us a call at
Bullseye Calibration in Bloomfield, CT, and we will help answer any questions that you may have,
before you purchase an item. We do not accept returns so please call with any questions that you
have BEFORE you bid. Exported By ExportYourStore Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
using a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model takes into
account factors including the age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether the
reviews are from verified purchases. On CNC machine center processing EDM electrode for plastic
injection mould making industry. Mount With bolts or clamps. Repeatability 0.002mm0.005mm Be
used on system 3R EDM tooling system perfectly for CNC machining, EDM die sinker, Electrical
discharge machining Description Inquiry Now Description HPEDM system 3R Manual chuck, Macro,
HER06673 compatible with 3R manual chuck 3R602.27 Specifications Manual chuck with lever for
Macro holder. Repeatability 0.002mm0.005mm Be used on system 3R EDM tooling system perfectly
for CNC machining, EDM die sinker, Electrical discharge machining. There is a 20% restock fee if
the item is returned due to customer error. The customer is responsible for the return shipping costs
if the return is a result of your error Not if received an incorrect or defective item, etc.. You should
expect to receive your refund within four weeks of giving your package to the return shipper,
however, in many cases you will receive a refund more quickly.

This time period includes the transit time for us to receive your return from the shipper 5 to 10
business days, the time it takes us to process your return once we receive it 3 to 5 business days,
and the time it takes your bank to process our refund request 5 to 10 business days. If you need to
return an item, simply login to your account, view the order using the Complete Orders link under
the My Account menu and click the Return Items button. Well notify you via email of your refund
once weve received and processed the returned item. Shipping We can ship to virtually any address
in the world. Note that there are restrictions on some products, and some products cannot be
shipped to international destinations. When you place an order, we will estimate shipping and
delivery dates for you based on the availability of your items and the shipping options you choose.
Depending on the shipping provider you choose, shipping date estimates may appear on the shipping
quotes page. Please also note that the shipping rates for many items we sell are weightbased. The
weight of any such item can be found on its detail page. To reflect the policies of the shipping
companies we use, all weights will be rounded up to the next full pound. International shipments it is
the customers responsibility to determine if there are any taxes or import duties payable and to
make arrangements to clear and pay these fees if applicable. Your input is very much appreciated.
Share it with your friends so they can enjoy it too. Facebook Twitter Be the first to review this item
All Rights Reserved. It applies to extend the EDM machine spindle distance so that it can do
machining deeper on workpieces. Machanical clamping on the side. It is equivalent to a manual
chuck, MacroStd 3R600.23S mounting on a extension adapter. And the length of extension adapter
can be customized as clients requirement. Inquire Product Description Product Name Manual Chuck
Adapter MacroMacro3R652.2 Item No. PO3R652.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/68607

2 Description POFI Manual Chuck Adapter is compatible with System 3R, it is a product which is
similar with 3R652.2 Manual Chuck Adapter Macro. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a
new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state
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besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may
vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in
a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window
or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab
and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number
less than or equal to 46. If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive
a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a
business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description.
More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. Queretaro, Queretaro. Mexico. ZIP 76226 RHS
compatible version works exactly as 3R600.244RS, Manual chuck, MacroHigh Performance. It
Mounts on a suitable fixture.RHS compatible version works exactly as 3R600.244RS, Manual chuck,
MacroHigh Performance. It Mounts on a suitable fixture.RHS Shipping is not applicable on vendor
products. Reach out to vendor and ask a question to confirm shipping policy of their Vendor
Products. RHS Refund policy is not applicable on vendor products. Reach out to vendor and ask a
question to confirm refund policy of their Vendor Products.

https://incentives-sales.com/images/canon-manual-camera-ae-1.pdf

We Guarantee that we will beat anyones price online!. Injection mold prototype and product tooling.
Repairs, Engineering Changes, Service and Support Sinker and wire machining for all. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search
again later.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of
a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness.
MacroCombi combines the best of two worlds. Two perfect systems in one. Both small and large
electrodes can be mounted in the same chuck. Two systems. One chuck. No adapters. Always with
fixed references you can rely on. The same chuck for the Macro holder with its immovable stability
and precision, and for the small, costeffective MacroJunior holder. No tricky, timeconsuming
resetting. Maximum flexibility! System 3R offers a complete range of combination chucks. Whatever
chucks and accessories you need for your operations, we can provide them. Everything to ensure
that you get the highest possible yield from your business, and that you always have access to a
system that can tackle the tasks you need it to do.FactsThey exclude delivery charges and customs
duties and do not include additional charges for installation or activation options. Prices are
indicative only and may vary by country, with changes to the cost of raw materials and exchange
rates. We can mount any referencing system to any of our spin and indexing fixtures. All is mounted
on custom stainless steel angle plate. Base has no holes as unit is used for inspection only. Shown
with pallet mounted with System 3R macro chuck. Reworked to nano tolerances.This allows you
remove the chuck to use other tooling.

http://istacover.com/images/canon-manual-flash-control.pdf

When replacing the chuck it is already square and central in horizontal direction. Only needs to be
centralized in the vertical direction Also available in all stainless steel version. This is also available
in full stainless steel version. System 3R Refix is used to locate macro pallet on build plates after 3D
printing. This was used to true long electrodes to the machine chuck. Leveling fixture mounted in
between so work piece mounted to macro pallet and be trued to the machine axis. Compatible model
code 3R610.21 Plus auto model code PA21044VTR Size. Compatible model code 3R610.21 Plus auto
model code PA21044VTR Size 70x70x27 Material Nippon steel Required drawbar Short manual
drawbarPA21003VTR or 3R605.2 Required centering plate PA21001VTR54x54 pallet, PA21002VTR
70x70 pallet or 3R651.7E and 3R601.7EP Locking method manual allen key locking FAQ 1 is this TR
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70mm square manual chuck withgood accuracy as well as 3R. A yes, plus auto system are having
2microntolerance as well as 3R. 2 can I assemble multiple manual chuck ona big base plate and
mount it on machine table. A yes, for customer who want to purchasemultiple chuck with base plate,
please feel free to discuss with us. We canproduce the base and finish the chuck adjustment all
together before shipping. Horizontal mounting on the machine table. Supplies with M8 locking
screw.Niagra OKI Ona Rotobore Rustlick Seibu SmogHog Sodick SP3 Tecnara Thermo Compact
Transor Westhoff. Supplied with drawbar.We Guarantee that we will beat anyones price online!.
Injection mold prototype and product tooling. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when
your payment clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of
cosmetic wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the
seller after a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any
imperfections. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to
your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 44. Youre
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the
listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions
opens in a new window or tab. If your not sure always feel free to email me. We do not offer refunds
for returns. All Rights Reserved. CPWS is 100% compatible with EROWA and Our Manufacturing
base in GuangDong, has offices in CPWS is also agent for other tooling makers in China,help other
local CPWS also accept OEM. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak
periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully This item may be a
floor model or store return that has been used. See the seller listing for full details and description
of any imperfections.

www.elektrobetrieb-scholz.de/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bea
ae81b3f---canon-fax-l800-user-manual.pdf

Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location.
Please enter a valid postal code. Please enter a number less than or equal to 44. Learn more If your
not sure always feel free to email me. Click the button below to request approval to bid on this
auction. Request Approval Cancel Request Approval In order to place bids on this auction, you must
first be approved. Your current request is Pending. Close Bidding Request Declined Your request to
bid on this site has been declined. Close Place Bid You are about to enter a legally binding contract.
Once a bid is placed it cannot be retracted. Interested in this machine.Location Nizhny Novgorod g.
Year of manufacture 2012. Country RussiaComplete robot manipulator 6 kgNot only the listed equip.
Maximum product diameterThe maximum length in the centers is 1000mm. Maximum length with an
eighthead head. Yes No Please tell us more so that we can improve our website How can we get in
touch with you optional Send Feedback Thank you for making Machinio better. Your feedback is
greatly appreciated. Maxx Tooling Premium System 3R Rust Resistant Drawbar Cross compatible
with System 3R Macro part numbers 3R605.2RS 3R605.2EE.Maxx Tooling Premium System 3R Rust
Resistant Drawbar There is a 20% restock fee if the item is returned due to customer error.

http://dag.ru/www.elektrobetrieb-scholz.de/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626beaae81b3f---canon-fax-l800-user-manual.pdf
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International shipments it is the customers responsibility to determine if there are any taxes or
import duties payable and to make arrangements to clear and pay these fees if applicable. Maxx
Tooling Premium System 3R Rust Resistant Drawbar Your input is very much appreciated. Facebook
Twitter Be the first to review this item Will for sure buy from again! Great product and price. All
Rights Reserved. This introduction of a chuck that was selflocking brought a totally new concept to
the winding and unwinding of roll material. See the top 10 list here. Read the article here.

Select the MindCub3rv1p8 or MindCub3rEdv1p8 folder and press the center button to open it.The
EV3 will make a short beep. This installs “MC3 Solver v1p8” application on the Brick Apps screen.
This is only necessary once each time the EV3 is turned on as the program will continue to run in the
background until the EV3 is turned off. The program first resets the position of the scan arm holding
the color sensor and then the tilt arm. If the turntable starts to rotate or the two arms do not move
in this order, please carefully check that cables have been connected to the correct ports on the EV3
as shown by the color coding in the build instructions. During this period, the EV3 buttons flashes
red.The program then connects to the mc3solverv1p8.rtf program that was downloaded to the EV3.
If the program is found, the EV3 makes a short beep and continues. If the solver program is not
running, the buttons continues to flash red and the message “Find solver” is displayed on the EV3
screen.If necessary, adjust the position of the motor so that there is an equal mount of play in each
direction. Use the left and right buttons on the EV3 to do this. A short press nudges the motor by a
small angle. Holding the button for longer moves it by larger angles more quickly. If the scanned
colors do not result in a valid pattern, MindCub3r will stop after the third attempt and display the
message “Scan error” on the EV3 display. If this happens, there may be a number of possible causes.
If this happens even when no cube is present or if MindCub3r does not start to scan the cube when
it is inserted, please check that the cables to the infra red or ultrasonic and color sensors are
connected to the correct ports on the EV3 as shown in by the color coding in the build instructions.
It is optimized to work with white, yellow, red, orange, green and blue stickers. MindCub3r will work
most reliably with a cube this size although cubes that are only slightly larger or smaller may work.

It has been known to solve some cubes as small as 55mm but not all. Version v1p8 has some
improvements in the position of the scan arm and the underlying algorithm for discriminating the
colors. Small differences such as how the black 5hole beams on either side of the scan arm are
connected can alter the position of the color sensor during the scan or even jam the scan arm so it
stops during the scan. In particular, if the color sensor looks as though it is over the edge of the cube
or too close to the middle while scanning the corner or edge, please check the build instructions
again. This is required to ensure that the cube is positioned correcetly under the color sensor during
the scan. Comment Name. It is designed to be mounted on a table and receives 54mm x 54mm
System 3R pallets. I have 2 available for sale.Required drawbar 3R605.2 The MAXX Version 3R
3R610.21 has 2 ground faces for vertical or horizontal mounting on the machine table. One side and
bottom Please email if you have any questions or would like to speak with someone in person. Call
Bullseye Calibration in Bloomfield, CT to discuss the machine or payment options.We do accept
Personal, Company and Bank Checks, as well as Bank Wire Transfers, and Money Orders.SHIPPING
POLICYWe sell sensitive test and measurement equipment here on Ebay. We strive for. more 5star
service, so we invest a great deal of time and care to package all of our items safely for shipment.
Feel free to give us a call at Bullseye Calibration in Bloomfield, CT, and we will help answer any
questions that you may have, before you purchase an item.Small items are shipped via UPS or USPS
Monday thru Friday and will ship within 24 hours of cleared funds. Payment methods; PayPal, Upon
Pickup money orders and or Cashier check Please revisit for my other items on eBay Thanks for
visiting. Condition is Used. Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. It opens and closes smoothly.

Small items are shipped via UPS or USPS Monday thru Friday and will ship within 24 hours of
cleared funds.This came from a functioning tool room, so I believe it works as it should and was



being used. I do not have the control for it so I can not test it. Listing is for what is pictured only.
Please ask any questions you may have and check out my other listings for more machine shop
tooling. All reasonable offers will be considered. Thanks. Required drawbar 3R605.2 The MAXX
Version 3R 3R610.21 has 2 ground faces plus bottom for a total of 3 surfaces for vertical or
horizontal mounting on the machine table. This s the 2018 version, where we have offset the edge of
the mounting block to the center of the chuck. Customers reported the the original 3R design. Note
standard base not designed for prolonged use in WEDM. If you require a 440C stainless
base.Condition is Used. Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. Contact seller for more information. Item
is used, functional in the condition shown. You will receive everything shown. Sold as shown.
DimensionsOutside to Outside diameter 95 mmInternal diameter 63 mm Please ask any questions
you may have and see my other listings for more machine shop and EDM tooling. All reasonable
offers will be considered. Thanks. Requires Manual Short Drawbar Maxx Brand 3R610.21S comes
with one side ground for easy laydown or grinder work. This chuck is 90 degree indexible allowing
constant location off single ground side. Material Nippon. more stainless steel Size 808080mm
Hardness 5760HRC Force power 6000N Used CNC machining Shipping We ship either USPS or
UPS. Delivery to USA only. Almost all items ship in 24 hours, and arrive within 25 days. Thank you
for stopping by, and please let us know if you have any questions! Used by 35,000 customers across
the world, System 3R tooling has an open architecture that makes it compatible with every brand.

Powered by SixBits eCommerce Solution First chuck sold will receive the one shown in individual
photos. Overall both are in excellent used condition. I disassembled and cleaned and inspected and
lubricated O rings on both chucks. Chucks will come assembled and ready to use. If you are
interested in both shipping will be combined. Please review all photos to determine condition and
identification. Item is sold as is with.The Maxi Mal0e dovetail with the chuck on it then slides onto
the dovetail already mounted and it can be locked in place. Dont worry, the chuck indicates in on a
ground stop on the rear of the female dovetail. Both pieces are in great shape and ready to be put
back into use. Square Stainless Macro chucks are VERY hard to find in good condition grab this
combo before it is gone. You will get an excellent deal on this one at the price listed. If you would
like additional photos or details, please let me know. Jim MindyAdvanced Capital EquipmentDotCom
Excellent used condition priced lower than the knockoffs. Item is sold as is with No Returns. Will be
shipped via USPS Priority.Plated Premium Macro Pallet doweled in position Please email if you have
any questions or would like to speak with someone in person. We strive for 5star.This attention to
detail means it may take up to 10 days for us to prepare and ship your units out of our facility. We do
not accept returns so please call with any questions that you have BEFORE you bid. Dont be fooled
by Cheap imitations Reengineered screw locking design to eliminate screw breakage and increase
clamping force in horizontal machining applications Maxx Premium 3R652.9 90 Degree Macro
compatible to Macro compatible Chuck Adapter For horizontal mounting of Macro compatible
holders Allows user to quickly go from vertical to horizontal position while maintaining location and
accuracy.Item on left in first photo is sold.

This is a over sized reversed model to the Maxx Tooling Standard 90 Degree Holder This holder has
also been reversed to our standard allowing you to increase the distance from your head to the burn
location Allows user to quickly go from vertical to horizontal position while maintaining location and
accuracy Required drawbar.It is in good working condition and has been used in the past. Overall
great shape. Sold as is. Torgue 4 NM Equipped with selfclamp finger option. It came off a Mitsubishi
CNC sinker EDM. This item has been gone through to make sure it is in good working condition.Can
be used in the horizontal or vertical position with 3 ground reference sides. Has 3 precision 3Refix
holes for locating on a 3Refix pallet, if desired.Buy as many as you need. Call us at Bullseye
Calibration in Bloomfield, CT to discuss the machine or payment options.We do accept. more
Personal, Company and Bank Checks, as well as Bank Wire Transfers, and Money Orders.SHIPPING
POLICYWe sell sensitive test and measurement equipment here on Ebay. We do not accept returns



so please call with any questions that you have BEFORE you bid. Call Bullseye Calibration in
Connecticut to discuss the machine or payment options.Feel free to contact us if you need help with
payments.SHIPPING POLICYWe sell sensitive test and measurement equipment here on Ebay. We
strive. more for 5star service, so we invest a great deal of time and care to package all of our items
safely for shipment. We want to support you throughout the transaction and want you to be satisfied,
so please to contact us at Bullseye Calibration in Connecticut with any questions or concerns. Feel
free to give us a call at Bullseye Calibration in Connecticut, and we will help answer any questions
that you may have, before you purchase an item. We do not accept returns so please call with any
questions that you have BEFORE you bid. Shank can easily be removed. Comes as shown in pictures.

Ref 17875 It appears to be in good condition and clamps the tool tight. It can be used in your EDM,
Mill, grinder or lathe. Put it back into production today in your shop. Buy the real thing, not fakes.
Does not include 1 Flat holder and 1 production style spigot. Should work on any sinker EDM
EXCEPT Charmilles, Agie or AgieCharmilles. Thanks for looking check out our other listings. Jim
MindyAdvanced. more Capital EquipmentDotCom Came off a Mitsubishi sinker EDM. These items
have been checked out to make sure they operate properly.Please email if you have any questions or
would like to speak with someone in person. Call Bullseye Calibration in Connecticut to discuss the
machine or payment options.We do accept Personal, Company and Bank Checks, as well as Bank
Wire Transfers, and Money Orders.SHIPPING POLICYWe sell sensitive test and measurement
equipment.This attention to detail means it may take up to 10 days for us to prepare and ship your
units out of our facility. Feel free to give us a call at Bullseye Calibration in Connecticut, and we will
help answer any questions that you may have, before you purchase an item.We strive for 5star.This
attention to detail means it may take up to 10 days for us to prepare and ship your units out of our
facility. Feel free to give us a call at Bullseye Calibration in Bloomfield, CT, and we will help answer
any questions that you may have, before you purchase an item.It appears to be in good condition,
however it has not been tested for functionality. Buy the real thing dont buy Fakes. Make sure to
check out my other listings. Jim MindyAdvanced Capital EquipmentDotCom Please note the
condition of the controller. It was rigged to operate, but needs to be worked on to function as
initially built. Please see photos and visit our store for more like this. Condition is Used. Shipped
with USPS Priority Mail. Application in EDM and WEDM. This chuck makes it easier to machine
lateral gating in injection molds.
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